
COOKIE MENU

Freshly baked cookies made to order are a delightful treat for any occasion or just for
satisfying a sweet craving.

Butter Pecan

Perfect balance of sweet and nutty, making them a favorite, our #1 ordered cookie.
Butter pecan cookies are delicious treats that combine the rich flavors of butter and

toasted pecans.

 Chocolate Chip
 Classic and universally loved, with gooey chocolate chips in a soft or crispy

cookie base.
 

 Oatmeal Raisin
 Hearty and slightly chewy, with oats and plump raisins.

 
 Sugar Cookies

 Simple and sweet, perfect for decorating with frosting and sprinkles.
 

 Peanut Butter:
 Smooth, rich and nutty; for those who love the taste of peanuts.

 
 Double Chocolate

 For the chocoholics! Featuring both cocoa powder and chocolate chips.
 

 Snickerdoodle
 Classic and popular type of cookie known for the soft and chewy texture, slightly

crispy edges, and distinctive cinnamon-sugar coating.



Tipsy Cookie Treats (upcharge)

These cookies add to the party fun with unique flavors and create a rich, aromatic
experience. Enjoy these indulgent cookies responsibly! (These should not be consumed by persons

under 21 years of age.)

Tequila Margarita Cookies

Refreshing, tangy, sweet with a hint of lime, it’s a margarita in a cookie!

 Bourbon Chocolate Chip Cookies
 The bourbon enhances the rich chocolate flavor and adds a smooth and subtle

warmth to the cookies.
 

 Whiskey Pecan Cookies
 The whiskey complements the nutty flavor of the pecans, creating a deliciously

indulgent treat.
 

 Dulce de Leche Liqueur Cookies
 Flavorful ,rich, and sweet. The liqueur adds a subtle depth of flavor and richness

to the cookies, complementing the sweet and creamy dulce de leche caramel
based flavor. Te encantaran estos!!

 
 Vegan Apple Jack Daniels Cookie

 Jack Daniel's Apple Whiskey infuses the cookie with a warm and aromatic flavor,
adding depth and complexity to its taste. Once these cookies come out of the

oven they are carefully rolled in sugar, notes of oak, caramel, and vanilla from the
whiskey linger on the palate, creating a satisfying and nostalgic experience.

Enjoy these indulgent cookies responsibly!



VEGAN COOKIE MENU

Vegan cookies are baked treats that are free from any animal-derived ingredients.
Instead of using traditional baking ingredients like butter, milk, and eggs; vegan
cookies rely on plant-based alternatives to achieve similar textures and flavors.

 Chocolate Chip Cookies
 A timeless favorite, these cookies are made with dairy-free chocolate chips and

can feature a soft or crunchy texture.
 

 Peanut Butter Cookies
 Rich and nutty, these cookies showcase the creamy goodness of peanut butter

as the star ingredient.
 

 Shortbread Cookies
 Simple yet satisfying, vegan shortbread cookies are buttery and crumbly, made

without dairy but still delightfully rich.
 

 Snickerdoodles
 These cinnamon-sugar coated cookies are soft on the inside with a slightly crisp

exterior, and they're perfect for cinnamon lovers.

Whether you're a vegan or simply looking to explore plant-based baking, vegan cookies
offer a delightful array of flavors and textures that cater to a compassionate and

inclusive approach to food.


